The rising human population in urban environments drives the mission towards smart cities, which envisions a wide deployment of sensors in order to improve the quality of living. In this regard, opportunistic networks (OppNets) present an economical means of collecting delay tolerant data from sensors to their respective gateways for providing various Smart City services. Due to the distributed nature of the network, encounter-based routing protocols achieve acceptable throughput by requiring nodes to exchange and update contact information on an encounter basis. Unfortunately, sufficient insight into the associated overhead is lacking in the literature. Hence, we contribute by modelling contact information overhead and investigating its impact on OppNet routing, particularly in terms of data exchange success and energy consumption on portable handheld devices. Our findings reveal that the expected contact information overhead in Smart City scenarios significantly reduces data exchange success and increases energy consumption on portable handheld devices, thereby threatening the feasibility of the technology. We address this issue by proposing an algorithm that can be incorporated into encounter-based routing protocols to reduce contact information overhead without compromising throughput. Simulation results show that our proposed algorithm reduces the average contact information overhead, increases throughput and reduces average energy consumption.
Introduction
Opportunistic networks (OppNets) are based on the store-carry-forward (SCF) communication paradigm, in which data-bundles (or messages) are stored in device memory, physically carried from one point to another as the device moves about, and forwarded through available wireless communication interfaces (e.g., Bluetooth or Wi-Fi) when devices encounter each other (i.e., are within radio transmission range). This way, a message generated at a source can be delivered to its destination through multiple hops. OppNets therefore provide economical, infrastructure-less and mobile communication that involves delay-tolerant information. OppNets have been envisioned for advertisements in the form of digital word-of-mouth services, recommendation and opportunistic trading [1] [2] [3] , as well as communication in the aftermath of large-scale disasters [4] [5] [6] . The following section presents another envisioned application of OppNets towards realizing smart cities.
1.
How can contact information overhead be modelled and what is its impact on data exchange success and the energy consumption on portable handheld devices? 2.
How can contact information overhead be minimized without compromising throughput?
We address these questions in the following sections and contribute by: (i) modelling contact information overhead and investigating its impact on data exchange success and energy consumption on portable handheld devices; and (ii) proposing a forwarding algorithm namely Point-of-interest Forwarding (PoiFord) that can be incorporated into existing encounter-based routing protocols to reduce contact information overhead without compromising throughput.
Organization of the Paper
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the problem background and the need to address the existing issues in the following sections. In particular, we describe how portable handheld devices incur contact information overhead in the process of exchanging summary vectors, the lack of insight regarding this and our contribution in this regard. Then we present a brief overview of alternative forwarding approaches that do not incur contact information overhead, identify their shortcomings and state how this paper contributes in addressing the issue. Our first contribution is detailed in Section 3. First, we model contact information overhead and investigate its impact on data exchange success and energy consumption on portable handheld devices. Then we present the need for algorithms that reduce contact information overhead for OppNets in emerging IoT scenarios without suffering the shortcomings of existing solutions. In Section 4, we detail our second contribution, which addresses this. In particular, we adopt the combination of location-based and encounter-based forwarding approaches to propose the PoiFord algorithm. In Section 5, we validate our proposed model for contact information overhead and evaluate the performance of our proposed PoiFord through simulation experiments. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper and discusses future work.
Problem Background
Most pioneering work on OppNets focused on the point-to-point (or destination-based) communication model, in which endpoints are identified by their ID. Basically, message headers include destination identifiers in order to ensure delivery through suitable relays. In recent years, however, the increasing use of the Internet for sharing information has directed research efforts towards disseminating and retrieving content, rather than connecting node pairs. In information (or content) centric communication [30] , the content, rather than the nodes involved, are named. Interested parties (or subscribers) request content by their names, and the network is tasked with locating the sources (or publishers) and routing the content to the receivers. Contributions have also emerged in the aspect of location-based information sharing, e.g., floating content [31] , where content is associated with a particular geographic area. However, this destination-less communication model is more suitable for content-centric applications where data is disseminated based on user interest (or feedback as in ODD [32] ). In order to be a feasible backhaul solution for UANs, available resources need to be utilized sparingly while guaranteeing acceptable throughput. In other words, OppNets require means of determining suitable relays (among the multitude of nodes in Smart City scenarios) that can route messages to their respective gateways within a given time-to-live (TTL), thereby making the destination-based approach a more suitable communication model. Different routing strategies following the destination-based communication model have been proposed over the years. There are routing strategies that do not require knowledge about the network (e.g., Epidemic [33] ), thereby making them easy to implement. However, the tendency to consume excessive resources makes them unsuitable for sensed data collection. Utility-based protocols on the other hand, require knowledge about the network to select suitable relay nodes during message forwarding. The ability for a node to deliver a message is usually determined by computing its "forwarding utility" for the destination, such that a higher value indicates a higher contribution towards message delivery (i.e., more chances of encountering better relay nodes or the destination itself).
Researchers adopt different strategies for computing forwarding utilities. There are strategies that predict future encounters between two nodes from the similarity of their movement patterns (e.g., MobySpace [34] ). However, in sensed data collection, gateways nodes are static and do not exhibit similar movement patterns with suitable relay nodes. The delivery ability of nodes can also be determined from social characteristics (e.g., PeopleRank [35] , Bubble Rap [36] and dLife [37] ). Some protocols (such as CiPRO [38] ) go a step further by utilizing contextual information-user information (e.g., email address, work and home address, occupation, mobility patterns, and communities they belong to) and device information (e.g., battery level and storage capacity)-to make forwarding decisions based on a profile match. However, the fact that gateway nodes neither portray social characteristics (e.g., belonging to social communities) nor possess enough contextual information limits the applicability of these strategies. Forwarding strategies can also be realized from encounter-based properties. Some strategies derive forwarding utilities from the number of encounters between nodes, so that messages are forwarded to nodes that encounter the destination (or its neighbors) more frequently (e.g., PRoPHET [39] , I-PRoPHET [40] and ISW [41] ). Others maintain a timer for each encountered node and determine the forwarding utility based on how recently the destination was encountered (e.g., Spray and Focus [42] , TMS [43] and OPF [44] ). By maintaining and updating encounter history about other nodes in the network, these approaches can efficiently identify routing paths to destination nodes [36] , thereby making them more suitable for sensed data collection.
PRoPHET in particular inspired most of the encounter-based protocols and continue to inspire forthcoming ones, and has been incorporated into the reference implementation maintained by the Internet Research Task Force Delay Tolerant Networks Research Group. PRoPHET has also been trialed in real-world situations during the Sámi Network Connectivity project [45] and is being further developed for the European Union's Seventh Framework Programme project (namely Networking for Communications Challenged Communities) [46] . Hence, irrespective of how the forwarding utility is computed, most encounter-based protocols apply PRoPHET's approach of exchanging and updating contact information. This section describes this approach and the problem of contact information overhead that arises. Existing solutions for addressing the problem and their shortcomings are also presented.
Overhead in Exchanging Contact Information
The PRoPHET routing approach is as follows. When two nodes encounter each other, they exchange summary vectors that contain: (i) a message vector, which is a list of message identifiers in their buffers; and (ii) a contact vector, which is a list of every known node (i.e., directly encountered nodes as well as their neighbors) and the corresponding forwarding utility for each node. With the information received from the contact vector (i.e., the contact information), each node updates its knowledge about the network by re-computing forwarding utilities for nodes in its list as well as for new ones provided by the other node. It is after this process that the nodes in contact decide which messages to request from the other.
Certainly, an amount of overhead is incurred in exchanging contact information, which varies directly with the number of nodes and encounters in the network. First, since known nodes do not necessarily have to be directly encountered, the size of the list containing contact information eventually converges with the total number of nodes in the network [47] . Second, the overhead incurred in exchanging the information in this list (i.e., sending plus receiving) increases with the number of encounters in the network. Although portable handheld devices of recent times may possess enough storage space and processing capabilities (to maintain and update contact information, respectively), insight regarding the impact of contact information size on data exchange success and energy consumption is lacking in literature. This leads to our first contribution, in which we model contact information overhead and then investigate its impact on data exchange success and the energy consumption on portable handheld devices.
Location-Based Solutions and Their Shortcomings
Location-based forwarding approaches do not require nodes to exchange knowledge upon encounter, hence, contact information overhead is not incurred. They exploit the concept of "home" [29] , which is based on the observation that nodes tend to stay around a particular location for longer periods of time. Some approaches (e.g., HERO [29] , A-HERO [48] and HERO++ [49] ) partition the geographical area of the network into smaller regions and identify the home-region of nodes. Justified by the phenomenon of spatial locality [50] [51] [52] , the chances of delivering a message are improved by forwarding it to nodes whose home-regions are increasingly closer to that of the destination. LOC [53] also considers the angular direction and distance of nodes to the approximate location of the destination.
Unfortunately, location-based forwarding approaches present drawbacks in terms of delivery guarantees. First, there is the issue of determining the best forwarder among nodes presenting identical characteristics, e.g., in HERO, nodes having the same home region as the destination, and in LOC, nodes located at similar distances to the destination. Simply put, the chances of locating the destination reduce with increasing node population. A-HERO addresses this by flooding the message among home nodes. In high node population, however, this leads to undesirable overheads and persistent buffer overflows that may eventually reduce throughput.
Second, nodes that have good encounter history or social relationship with the destination are not often identified through location-based forwarding utilities alone [54] . In fact, nodes that have good data transfer opportunities may not come from the same home-region-take office colleagues or classmates, for instance-and similarity in node movement patterns does not always guarantee an encounter between them-take users that have never met but living in neighboring streets, for instance. Therefore, while location-based approaches may be able to carry messages spatially closer to their respective destinations, additional mechanisms are required to further improve throughput. This brings about our second contribution, in which we propose a forwarding algorithm that can be incorporated into existing encounter-based routing protocols to reduce contact information overhead without reducing throughput.
A Model for Contact Information Overhead
In this section, we model contact information overhead and investigate its impact on data exchange success and energy consumption on portable handheld devices. We also present the need for algorithms that reduce contact information overhead for OppNets in emerging IoT scenarios.
Contact Information Size
While the amount of information exchanged between nodes in order to compute forwarding utilities may vary across protocols, the structure is the same as that of PRoPHET. A node that runs on PRoPHET maintains a set of contact information, C, for every encountered node, h. Let C = {c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , . . . , c n−1 } be the set of contact information maintained at a node running on PRoPHET. Each contact information c h ∈ C is a tuple in the form of c h = h, u h , where u h is the node's forwarding utility (which PRoPHET's authors refer to as "delivery predictability") for an encountered node h. For analytical purposes, h and u h are assumed to be a string and a double data type of X S and X D bytes, respectively. The size of c h , a piece of contact information, becomes X S + X D bits. The transitive property of PRoPHET allows a node to maintain delivery predictabilities for nodes it has never encountered, which are determined from contact information received from neighbors that have previously encountered them. This hastens the rate at which contact information is disseminated within the network. Consequently, the number of nodes for which contact information is maintained eventually reaches n -1 (i.e., |C| = n -1), where n is the total number of nodes in the network. The size of the contact information maintained at each node is given by Equation (1).
For example, consider the Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM) campus which is located on 11.45 KM 2 of land [55] and registers about 18,000 students (as of 2017) [56] . It is fair to say that every student owns a portable handheld device. An IoT scenario would also consist of other nodes such as smart vehicles, sensors, access points and appliances equipped with short-range wireless communication interfaces. So let us assume that 80% of the students live in-campus and other nodes besides portable handheld devices account for 40% of the total node population in the scenario. Then, the number of portable handheld devices and other nodes becomes 14,400 and 6000, respectively, making a total of 24,000 networking nodes. Taking X S and X D as 10 bytes (i.e., a string of 5 characters) and 8 bytes, respectively, a portable handheld device would eventually maintain about 0.432 MB of contact information (using Equation (1)). Hence, portable handheld devices would have to send and receive a total of about twice this amount (i.e., 0.864 MB) of contact information whenever they encounter each other.
Impact of Contact Information Size on Message Forwarding
Here, we model the impact of contact information size on message forwarding in terms of delay (i.e., the amount of time remaining for forwarding messages after exchanging contact information) and energy consumption (i.e., the amount of energy required to send and receive this information per encounter).
Delay Incurred in Exchanging Contact Information
Due to short-lived encounters in OppNets, it is important to forward enough data messages to the relay node before the link is disconnected. Since summary vectors need to be received before messages can be forwarded, the size of a summary vector needs to be as small as possible. Larger summary vectors would require more time to be transferred, and if the encounter duration is relatively short, some messages in the buffer may fail to be forwarded before the transmission opportunity is lost. The contact vector tends to account for a significant portion of the summary vector in terms of size, since it increases with node population and number of encounters. As a result, a reasonable amount of the delay incurred in exchanging summary vectors emanate from the size of contact vectors. Hence, less contact information contributes to higher data exchange success and vice versa. With a data transmission rate of R bytes per second on resource constrained nodes, the time, T C , taken for a successful exchange of contact information is given by Equation (2) .
To illustrate this, consider two nodes, A and B, each with 625 KB of messages in their buffer. Supposing summary vectors do not need to be exchanged, a usable encounter duration of 5 s (i.e., the available time after removing delay in discovering encounter events and establishing connection) should be sufficient for a successful data transfer at the rate of 250 KB per second (in an ideal state). In other words, the nodes are able to exchange 1250 KB of data (i.e., each node is able to send 625 KB and receive 625 KB), hence, 100% data exchange success. If they were to exchange 10 KB of contact information before actual data transfer, the remaining encounter duration (i.e., 5 s − T C = 4.92 s) would permit a maximum of 1230 KB of data to be transferred, hence, 98.4% data exchange success. Table 1 shows the data exchange success for different amounts of contact information. When two nodes encounter each other, they exchange summary vectors that contain C, the set of contact information. The energy expended in exchanging contact information per encounter, E x Joules, is the sum of energy consumed in sending S tx bits, E tx Joules, and receiving S rx bits, E rx Joules. As shown in Equation (3), we assume that S tx = S rx = S C bits, since the number of nodes for which contact information is maintained eventually converges with the total number of nodes in the network.
We assume that node batteries are not recharged until an observation period of T seconds has elapsed. The energy consumed within this period, E C (T) Joules, is obtained by multiplying the energy expended in exchanging contact information for an encounter, E C Joules, by the number of encounters within the period, N T (cf. Equation (4)).
Take the energy consumed to send or receive a byte of data through the available wireless communication interface as E tx Joules and E rx Joules, respectively. Also, take the energy on a portable handheld device battery as E B Joules, and the percentage users are willing to allocate to the OppNet as P A % (i.e., allocated energy = E B × P A /100 Joules). The percentage of allocated energy utilized in exchanging contact information after an observation period of T seconds is given by Equation (5) .
Again, consider the UTM campus IoT scenario with a total of 24,000 networking nodes. The number of encounters a node experiences depends on its popularity in the network. Let us assume that for a wireless transmission range of 10 m, the average number of encounters (with repetition) experienced by a node during an observation period of 24 h is 500. Since smartphones are energy constrained due to various applications running on them, we assume that users would be willing to allocate only an unnoticeable amount of their battery to the OppNet. Let us take this value as 3%. Let us also assume that devices communicate through Bluetooth (v4.1) and consume 1.225 micro Joules to send or receive a byte of data [57] . From Equation (5), 38.5% of the allocated energy on a smartphone battery of 12.705 Wh or 45,738 Joules (e.g., 3 .85 V and 3300 mAh for SAMSUNG Galaxy J7) would be utilized in exchanging contact information alone. In that case, only 61.5% of the allocated energy would be remaining for other network operations, which include device discovery, exchanging other portions of the summary vector, sending and receiving data messages in the device buffer and computations! Table 2 shows the percentage of allocated energy utilized in exchanging contact information for a different number of encounters. 
Need for Algorithms that Reduce Contact Information Overhead
One of the challenges facing OppNet research for emerging IoT scenarios is the difficulty in obtaining rich datasets that portray human movement in urban scenarios. For instance, a campus scenario may include thousands of portable handheld devices on people (e.g., students, lecturers and buses) and endpoints (e.g., vehicles and access points) more densely packed and moving into transmission range more often than depicted in existing datasets. The impact of certain overheads may go unnoticed in a small and highly dense population-for instance, the overhead each node incurs due to flooding messages in a small population may not be significant when compared with a larger population. This is also the case for a large population with low density, since nodes may not encounter each other frequently enough. Hence, for the purpose of evaluating OppNet solutions in such scenarios, it may be more realistic to study human movement properties in real-world traces and reproduce them in synthetic movement models, until rich city-wide datasets are available. At the same time, researchers need to have this in mind while setting up synthetic movement scenarios.
The need to reduce contact information overhead is acknowledged only when the node population and dynamicity of the utilized movement scenario begins to resemble that of real-world urban environments. Contact information size raises two main issues with regard to routing performance. The first issue is regarding the portion of the encounter duration the process of exchanging summary vectors occupies. Considering the operations involved in neighbor discovery and link set up, contact information needs to be small enough to fully utilize the typically short encounter durations. The second issue is that of energy consumed in exchanging contact information. Since there is no guarantee that users will always be willing to shed all the available energy on their devices for the sake of the technology, the logical direction for OppNets is to minimize energy consumption.
Clearly, the size of contact information in summary vectors needs to be minimized as much as possible. The optimization provided by the Delay Tolerant Networking Research Group in the latest version of PRoPHET's specification [58] suggests that contact information for nodes with delivery predictabilities less than a certain threshold be removed. However, the threshold requires careful selection for each node such that it has to be less than delivery predictability values usually present in the network for destinations for which the node is a forwarder. The authors also suggest that the threshold could be calculated based on delivery predictability ranges and the amount they change historically. Certainly, determining this threshold introduces additional complexities whose impact on performance the authors are yet to investigate. Until then, forwarding algorithms that can guarantee equal or acceptable throughput with less contact information are key, and are the subject of the next section.
An Algorithm for Reducing Contact Information Overhead
Message forwarding in high node population and dynamicity requires a means of minimizing contact information overhead without throughput degradations. We already learned from a previous study [47] that it may not be necessary to maintain the history of every encounter in order to realize comparable throughput. The modification of PRoPHET to maintain encounter history for only nodes from the same home-region traded only 11% throughput for about 84% average reduction in contact information maintained at each node. Hence, the challenge in optimizing the trade-off between contact information overhead and throughput lies in: determining which encounters to consider in terms of maintaining encounter history, and which ones to forego; and a forwarding approach that can utilize the available information to carry messages close enough to the destination or to nodes that have recorded their encounter history with the destination. Without a proper understanding of the relationship between node movement and encounter opportunities, important encounters may be neglected and the resulting insufficiency in knowledge may cause throughput degradation. In this section, we present PoiFord, and tackle the following points in the process:
• A means of minimizing routing information without significant throughput degradations, more specifically, addressing the challenge of determining the most relevant encounters for which to maintain encounter history; and • A forwarding approach that can utilize the available information to carry messages close enough to the destination or to nodes that have encounter history with the destination.
By addressing these points, PoiFord is able to achieve the features shown in Table 3 . 
Overview of PoiFord
Our model in Section 3 showed that maintaining encounter history about more nodes leads to more contact information overhead, which is in turn directly proportional to the delay incurred in exchanging contact information and the energy utilized in the process. Therefore, less contact information implies less delay and energy consumption. The only problem is how to achieve this without degrading throughput. PoiFord is focused on reducing the amount of encounter history maintained by nodes so that less contact information would be exchanged during encounters. The basic idea behind the approach is as follows. Users often return to their points-of-interest (POIs) in which they may encounter other users that visit the same location regularly. Thus, there is a high chance that most well-connected nodes have at least one mutual POI (e.g., users living in the same house or working in the same office). PoiFord aims to minimize contact information by requiring only nodes that have mutual POIs to maintain encounter history for each other. By limiting information to be maintained only for neighbors with mutual POIs, the problem of existing location-based solutions (i.e., inferring future encounters from location-based information alone) can be addressed while the forwarding ability of nodes that are less connected to the destination can be inferred from location-based information, specifically through spatial locality. That way, nodes moving towards a destination that is located in a shopping mall would carry a message and forward it to a node that has a mutual POI with the destination (i.e., a node whose user works in a shopping mall) to deliver it. Hence, the task of reducing contact information overhead without degrading throughput can be divided into three subtasks:
Determining a node's significant locations or POIs.
2.
Determining nodes for which to maintain encounter history based on mutual POIs.
3.
Determining a forwarding utility that can deliver messages with the available information. This section overviews PoiFord by presenting the tasks involved in realizing the three subtasks. As shown in Figure 1 , the subtasks are addressed in three phases. This section overviews PoiFord by presenting the tasks involved in realizing the three subtasks. As shown in Figure 1 , the subtasks are addressed in three phases. 
Phase 1.
The first phase is concerned with determining POIs. The current location is collected via GPS at fixed intervals and maintained in device memory. From this, significant locations are determined at larger fixed intervals. The major challenge in this phase is how to maintain GPS coordinates from which significant locations can be determined, knowing that the same pair of coordinates may never be recorded twice. To address this, we propose PoiTrace, a mechanism that maintains incoming GPS locations in a location table after converting them to a more stable form we call location references, from which POIs are determined. This minimizes the focus area for each node, as compared to the entire network area.
Phase 2. The second phase is concerned with identifying nodes for which contact information needs to be maintained in the form of encounter history. POI information is included in summary vectors, which nodes first exchange when they encounter each other. This allows nodes to determine relevant encounters with respect to maintaining contact information. Concerned nodes keep record of an encounter only when they have mutual POIs. The major challenge in this phase is how to identify mutual POIs of a node pair, knowing that the likelihood of finding exactly the same set of GPS locations on two nodes is low. To address this, we propose PoiEncounters, a mechanism that seeks for mutual POIs of encountered node pairs, and if they are found, maintains a history of the encounter without any transitive property. This minimizes the amount of contact information and 
Phase 2. The second phase is concerned with identifying nodes for which contact information needs to be maintained in the form of encounter history. POI information is included in summary vectors, which nodes first exchange when they encounter each other. This allows nodes to determine relevant encounters with respect to maintaining contact information. Concerned nodes keep record of an encounter only when they have mutual POIs. The major challenge in this phase is how to identify mutual POIs of a node pair, knowing that the likelihood of finding exactly the same set of GPS locations on two nodes is low. To address this, we propose PoiEncounters, a mechanism that seeks for mutual POIs of encountered node pairs, and if they are found, maintains a history of the encounter without any transitive property. This minimizes the amount of contact information and knowledge required to make forwarding decisions. In addition, since nodes are only concerned with relevant encounters, the frequency of updating contact information is reduced. PoiEncounters is flexible in the sense that it can be incorporated into existing encounter-based routing protocols.
Phase 3.
The third phase is concerned with determining suitable nodes to forward the message. Without a transitive property, and since nodes maintain encounter history of only relevant encounters, knowledge about the network is limited. Hence, the major challenge in this phase is determining suitable nodes with less knowledge about the network. To address this, we propose PoiUtility, a forwarding utility that determines nodes that either have better chances of delivery or can make better progress towards the destination. The forwarding utility is acquired from two utilities: one that determines suitable relays from the available encounter history; and another that determines nodes capable of carrying the message spatially closer to the destination, in order to compensate for the lack of a transitive property.
The following assumptions are made in the design of PoiFord: (i) each node is a smart mobile device and is equipped with a Global Positioning System (GPS); (ii) nodes are collaborative and willing to participate in routing; and (iii) source nodes have the necessary information for destinations, which are node ID and location-based information in this case.
PoiFord Design
We present the design of PoiFord by detailing each of the phases presented in Section 4.1. This section is organized as follows. Section 4.2.1 presents PoiTrace, a mechanism for locally identifying significant locations (i.e., POIs) from GPS information obtained on the go. With the aid of these POIs, Section 4.2.2 proposes PoiEncounters, a mechanism for maintaining encounter history that does not increase or become stale in time. Section 4.2.3 proposes PoiUtility, a forwarding utility based on the obtained location-based information and available encounter history. The forwarding algorithm for PoiFord using the proposed forwarding utility is presented in Section 4.2.4.
Phase 1: Identification of Significant Locations
Phase 1 presents the design of PoiTrace, for identifying POIs. User movement may reveal multiple significant locations and can be exploited for routing. However, we are interested in investigating how our POI approach can reduce contact information overhead. In order to keep the idea comprehensive, the mechanism proposed here identifies only the two most significant locations, which we refer to as "home" and "work" location. Apart from these locations often corresponding to the actual home and work locations of users, research also shows that most users have at least two most significant locations and regularly commute between them [59] .
Collecting and recording location information. At every sampling interval ∆t, each node collects its current position by GPS in form of latitude and longitude and records it in the corresponding time slot in the location table (cf. Definition 1)-note that PoiFord is fully distributed and does not require synchronization between devices. For example, (x i , y i ), the GPS coordinates collected at ∆t i , the current sampling interval, are recorded in the current time slot as loc i , a location reference. Although GPS is globally available, the signal may not always be reliable in geographically restricted areas (e.g., in buildings and underground locations). In case the signal is too weak or lost, the current position is approximated as the previous record in the location table. Table) . The location table, LT, which consists of n time slots, is a set of n elements, each known as a location reference (cf. Equation (6)). Each location reference loc i ∈ LT is a tuple of the format loc i = x i , y i , where i ({i : Z|i ∈ 1 . . . n}) indicates the current time slot.
Definition 1 (Location
The basic idea behind the algorithm for recording location information is as follows: location references in LT should be able to map geographical locations visited for longer periods from user movement, by representing them with circular areas. In order to achieve this, a certain extent of deviation between successive incoming GPS locations is tolerated while acquiring location references. The location reference loc a for any two locations (x 1 , y 1 ) and (x 2 , y 2 ) is the same if the circular areas formed by radius r from both locations intersect. This condition is fulfilled if the Euclidean distance between the two locations d 1,2 is less than 2r (cf. Equation (7)).
Hence, if the circular area formed by r from any incoming pair of coordinates (x i , y i ) intersects with the circular area formed by r from a previous pair of coordinates (x a , y a ), the corresponding location reference x a , y a is formed from the existing coordinates. Otherwise, a location reference x i , y i is formed from the incoming coordinates (cf. Equation (8) and Figure 2 ). deviation between successive incoming GPS locations is tolerated while acquiring location references. The location reference for any two locations , and , is the same if the circular areas formed by radius from both locations intersect. This condition is fulfilled if the Euclidean distance between the two locations , is less than 2 (cf. Equation (7)).
Hence, if the circular area formed by from any incoming pair of coordinates , intersects with the circular area formed by from a previous pair of coordinates , , the corresponding location reference 〈 , 〉 is formed from the existing coordinates. Otherwise, a location reference 〈 , 〉 is formed from the incoming coordinates (cf. Equation (8) and Figure 2 ). Algorithm 1 summarizes how is acquired using the current location in the form of latitude and longitude , the previous location references in , and a threshold distance . Consequently, the number of recurrences of a location reference in represents the number of periods in which the user is present in the circular area formed by from location , . Algorithm 1 summarizes how loc i is acquired using the current location in the form of latitude x i and longitude y i , the previous location references in LT, and a threshold distance r. Consequently, the number of recurrences of a location reference loc a in LT represents the number of periods in which the user is present in the circular area formed by r from location (x a , y a ).
Algorithm 1 The algorithm for recording location information

Information 2017, 8, 108 13 of 32 deviation between successive incoming GPS locations is tolerated while acquiring location references. The location reference for any two locations ( 1 , 1 ) and ( 2 , 2 ) is the same if the circular areas formed by radius from both locations intersect. This condition is fulfilled if the Euclidean distance between the two locations 1,2 is less than 2 (cf. Equation (7)).
Hence, if the circular area formed by from any incoming pair of coordinates ( , ) intersects with the circular area formed by from a previous pair of coordinates ( , ), the corresponding location reference 〈 , 〉 is formed from the existing coordinates. Otherwise, a location reference 〈 , 〉 is formed from the incoming coordinates (cf. Equation (8) and Figure 2 ). Algorithm 1 summarizes how is acquired using the current location in the form of latitude and longitude , the previous location references in , and a threshold distance . Consequently, the number of recurrences of a location reference in represents the number of periods in which the user is present in the circular area formed by from location ( , ).
Input: ( , ), location references in Extracting significant locations. Significant locations are identified by more number of recurrences in LT. At every sampling interval ∆wt, a node running on PoiFord extracts the two most recurring location references from its location table-where w is a constant of the algorithm. These locations represent POIs, and are referred to as the node's home and work locations, (x h , y h ) and (x w , y w ), respectively. Although incoming GPS coordinates may slightly vary each time the node is in either location, the location reference records only a single pair of approximated coordinates each sampling interval ∆t, provided the circular area formed by the incoming pair of coordinates intersects with that of a previous coordinate.
Here, to facilitate understanding, we further explain the working principle of PoiTrace with an example scenario. Consider the map of a fictional city in Figure 3 which is divided into 9 regions labelled A to I. Charlie, a user in the city, lives in region C and travels to work in region G. The first three GPS readings take place in his house at location a, b, and c. The next reading takes place on his way to work, at location d. The next two readings take place in his office, at location e. and f . (x a , y a ), the GPS reading in location a is recorded as x a , y a in the location table. However, as shown in Table 4 , the readings at location b (i.e., (x b , y b )) and c (i.e., (x c , y c )) are also recorded as x a , y a , instead of x b , y b and x c , y c , respectively. This is because the circle of radius r formed from these locations intersects with the circle formed from a previous location, i.e., location a. Likewise, the readings at e and f are both recorded as x e , y e . After a period of ∆6t 1 (here we take w as 6), the two most significant locations of this user become (x a , y a ) and (x e , y e ). , respectively. Although incoming GPS coordinates may slightly vary each time the node is in either location, the location reference records only a single pair of approximated coordinates each sampling interval ∆ , provided the circular area formed by the incoming pair of coordinates intersects with that of a previous coordinate.
Here, to facilitate understanding, we further explain the working principle of PoiTrace with an example scenario. Consider the map of a fictional city in Figure 3 which is divided into 9 regions labelled to . Charlie, a user in the city, lives in region and travels to work in region . The first three GPS readings take place in his house at location , , and . The next reading takes place on his way to work, at location . The next two readings take place in his office, at location and .
, , the GPS reading in location is recorded as 〈 , 〉 in the location table. However, as shown in Table 4 , the readings at location (i.e., , ) and (i.e., , ) are also recorded as 〈 , 〉, instead of 〈 , 〉 and 〈 , 〉, respectively. This is because the circle of radius formed from these locations intersects with the circle formed from a previous location, i.e., location . Likewise, the readings at and are both recorded as 〈 , 〉. After a period of ∆6 (here we take as 6), the two most significant locations of this user become , and , . 
Time Slot Location GPS Coordinates Location Reference
e (x e , y e ) x e , y e ∆t 6 f x f , y f x e , y e
Phase 2: Encounter Relevance and Maintaining Encounter History
In this section, we present PoiEncounters, the mechanism for determining relevant encounters and maintaining encounter history using the significant locations identified in the previous section. Without any loss of generality, and to demonstrate how PoiFord can be incorporated into an existing routing protocol, PoiEnconters adopts PRoPHET's approach for acquiring and computing encounter history, with two major modifications (Note that besides PRoPHET's, algorithms of other existing encounter-based routing protocols can be utilized. This demonstrates the flexibility of PoiFord). Unlike PRoPHET, which maintains encounter history for every encountered node, encounter history between a and b, a node pair, is maintained if and only if at least one of the significant locations of a's intersects with at least one of b's. Also, PoiEncounters does not utilize the transitive property.
Determining encounter relevance. Upon encounter, two nodes a and b exchange summary vectors containing their significant locations, which in this case are their home and work locations, as well as the encounter history stored at each node. With this information, each node determines if the circular area of radius r formed from either of its significant locations intersect with the circular area formed from either of the other's. Given their home location as home a , home b 
The idea is to find nodes that share the same significant location. 2r (i.e., the diameter of the circle) represents the span of the area of concern, which may either be a living home or an office.
Maintaining and updating encounter history. The encounter history table holds encounter records in the form of node ID and delivery predictability [39] . Updating the encounter history table is done in two steps. First, each node checks its encounter history table if an encounter history for the other node e (a,b) already exists. Then the necessary PRoPHET operations are carried out as follows: if a history exists, it is aged based on k, the number of time units elapsed since the last encounter, as shown in Equation (9) , where γ ∈ [0, 1) is the aging constant; otherwise, it is assigned a value of 0.
With this value, the encounter history (or new encounter history if there was a previous encounter) is computed using Equation (10), where e init [0, 1] is an initialization constant.
After computing the encounter history for the node pair, the encounter history table is updated by inserting this value (or by replacing the old value if there was a previous encounter). Algorithm 2 summarizes the process of updating the encounter history table when two nodes encounter each other. In this section, PoiUtility, the forwarding utility for PoiFord is determined using the available encounter history. Since nodes maintain encounter history for only a specific set of nodes (i.e., ones with which they share mutual POIs-cf. Section 3.4.2), neighboring nodes may not have any encounter history with the destination, especially when the destination's POIs are located in far-away districts. Hence, instead of a transitive property (which tends to increase contact information size with node population as nodes may eventually have to compute and maintain a forwarding utility for every other node in the network), geographical closeness to the destination is used to determine
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The algorithm for updating the encounter history table with PoiEncounters 's intersects with at least one of 's. Also, PoiEncounters does not utilize the transitive property. Determining encounter relevance. Upon encounter, two nodes and exchange summary vectors containing their significant locations, which in this case are their home and work locations, as well as the encounter history stored at each node. With this information, each node determines if the circular area of radius formed from either of its significant locations intersect with the circular area formed from either of the other's. Given their home location as ℎ , ℎ and their work location , , respectively, each node determines if ℎ intersects with ℎ or Algorithm
Phase 3: Forwarding Utility
In this section, PoiUtility, the forwarding utility for PoiFord is determined using the available encounter history. Since nodes maintain encounter history for only a specific set of nodes (i.e., ones with which they share mutual POIs), neighboring nodes may not have any encounter history with the destination, especially when the destination's POIs are located in far-away districts. Hence, instead of a transitive property (which tends to increase contact information size with node population as nodes may eventually have to compute and maintain a forwarding utility for every other node in the network), geographical closeness to the destination is used to determine the forwarding ability of a node that has no encounter history with the destination. Encounter history with the destination is only considered when nodes that share a mutual POI with the destination are encountered. Therefore, PoiUtility, the overall forwarding utility, comprises of a location-based utility and an encounter-based utility.
Measuring closeness-to-destination. The information maintained in the encounter history table does not include a transitive property, i.e., a means of computing the likelihood of b to deliver a message to the destination d through c, based on the encounter history of b and c, and that of c and d. Hence, the location-based "closeness-to-destination" utility is used to select a node that can take the message closer to the destination, and possibly improve the likelihood of forwarding it to nodes that have an encounter history with the destination. The main conditions are that for each message: (i) the location of the destination node, d, denoted by (x d , y d ), is known by the source node-e.g., each sensor node can be preconfigured with this information during network initialization (PoiFord is designed for collecting sensed data from sensors-which may either be mobile (e.g., mobile user devices) or static (e.g., sensors deployed along roadsides) to their respective static gateways (e.g., an access point in a shopping mall) in Smart City scenarios. Each sensor node can be preconfigured with the location of the destination node(s) during network initialization. In case a destination node needs to be moved or replaced, the new information can be disseminated to the sources through the network); and (ii) the source node can compute the Euclidean distance from its location, (x s , y s ), to the destination node's location, denoted by d s,d . With this information available in the message header, the closeness of a node a to the destination, d, denoted by dMin a,d , can be determined. The procedure starts by computing (x a , y a ) as shown in Algorithm 3, which is the centroid of the location references in a's location table, LT a . In other words, x a and y a are the mean values of the x and y coordinates of every location reference in LT a , respectively. Then
Overall forwarding utility. The overall forwarding utility (i.e., the PoiUtility) of a node is given by summing the weight for encounter history and the weight for closeness-to-destination. The former can be computed for nodes that have an encounter history with the destination node, while the latter can be computed for every node in the network. That way, nodes that do not have an encounter history with the destination node may still have some degree of forwarding utility through the closeness-to-destination weight. This allows them to carry the message spatially closer to the destination node, thereby increasing the chances of encountering and forwarding it to nodes that have a higher likelihood of delivery via the encounter history weight. In order to achieve these weights, encounter history and closeness-to-destination are multiplied by constants and , respectively, where ≫ . The sum of both constants equals 1, thereby acting as a slider that decides how much impact each weight has on the overall forwarding utility (cf. Equation (11)). is much greater than in order to give more impact to the encounter history weight, so that messages are always directed towards nodes that have encounter history with the destination. To implement this, we select the value of and as 0.8 and 0.2, respectively.
The weight for encounter history, denoted by ( , ) ∈ [0, ], at every node for each known destination node, , is given by Equation (12), while the weight for closeness-to-destination, denoted by ( , , ) ∈ [−∞, ], is given by Equation (13) . From Equation (13), ( , , ) increases as , reduces, so that a node that often visits locations closer to the location of the destination node presents a higher closeness-to-destination weight. The overall forwarding utility, denoted by ( , , ) ∈ [−∞, 1], is given by Equation (14) . Note that ( , ) is equal to 0 if node does not have any encounter history with node , in which case ( , , ) becomes ( , , ) .
( , ) = ( , ) × (10)
Forwarding Algorithm
PoiFord forwards messages to suitable relays using the PoiUtility. The operation of PoiFord is as follows. When any node with a list of messages, { }, encounters another node, , node receives a summary vector from node containing:
Overall forwarding utility. The overall forwarding utility (i.e., the PoiUtility) of a node is given by summing the weight for encounter history and the weight for closeness-to-destination. The former can be computed for nodes that have an encounter history with the destination node, while the latter can be computed for every node in the network. That way, nodes that do not have an encounter history with the destination node may still have some degree of forwarding utility through the closeness-to-destination weight. This allows them to carry the message spatially closer to the destination node, thereby increasing the chances of encountering and forwarding it to nodes that have a higher likelihood of delivery via the encounter history weight. In order to achieve these weights, encounter history and closeness-to-destination are multiplied by constants µ and ω, respectively, where µ ω. The sum of both constants equals 1, thereby acting as a slider that decides how much impact each weight has on the overall forwarding utility (cf. Equation (11)). µ is much greater than ω in order to give more impact to the encounter history weight, so that messages are always directed towards nodes that have encounter history with the destination. To implement this, we select the value of µ and ω as 0.8 and 0.2, respectively.
The weight for encounter history, denoted by E (a,d) ∈ [0, µ], at every node a for each known destination node, d, is given by Equation (12), while the weight for closeness-to-destination, denoted by
, is given by Equation (13) . From Equation (13), D (a,s,d) increases as dMin a,d reduces, so that a node that often visits locations closer to the location of the destination node presents a higher closeness-to-destination weight. The overall forwarding utility, denoted by PoiUtility (a,s,d) ∈ [−∞, 1], is given by Equation (14) . Note that E (a,d) is equal to 0 if node a does not have any encounter history with node d, in which case PoiUtility (a,s,d) becomes D (a,s,d ) .
PoiFord forwards messages to suitable relays using the PoiUtility. The operation of PoiFord is as follows. When any node a with a list of messages, {m a }, encounters another node, b, node a receives a summary vector from node b containing:
• List of message identifiers in node b's buffer, {m b }; • Node b's POIs, i.e., home and work location, (x h , y h ) and (x w , y w ), respectively (with which node a determines whether or not to maintain encounter history with node b-node a updates the previous value if one already exists); • Node b's encounter history table, {ET b } (with which node a computes node b's encounter history weight, E (b,d) , for the destination node, d, of each message in {m a }-this value is 0 for a destination node that node b has no encounter history with); and • (x b , y b ) (with which node a computes the closeness-to-destination utility of node b for each message in {m a }).
With this information and others available in message headers (i.e., the destination node location, (x d , y d ), and the Euclidean distance from this location to the source node's location, d s,d ), node a computes PoiUtility (b,s,d) for each message in {m a }. A straightforward replication technique is adopted onwards: node a compares PoiUtility (a,s,d) and PoiUtility (b,s,d) , then a copy of any message in its buffer for which it has a less PoiUtility is forwarded to node b, provided the message is not already in {m b }. The strategy for selecting suitable relay nodes among a set of peers (i.e., nodes within transmission range) to forward messages is summarized in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4. Selecting suitable relay nodes for messages with PoiFord
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• List of message identifiers in node 's buffer, { }; • Node 's POIs, i.e., home and work location, ( ℎ , ℎ ) and ( , ), respectively (with which node determines whether or not to maintain encounter history with node -node updates the previous value if one already exists); • Node 's encounter history table, { } (with which node computes node 's encounter history weight, ( , ) , for the destination node, , of each message in { }-this value is 0 for a destination node that node has no encounter history with); and • ( ̅ , � ) (with which node computes the closeness-to-destination utility of node for each message in { }).
With this information and others available in message headers (i.e., the destination node location, ( , ), and the Euclidean distance from this location to the source node's location, , ), node computes ( , , ) for each message in { } . A straightforward replication technique is adopted onwards: node compares ( , , ) and ( , , ) , then a copy of any message in its buffer for which it has a less PoiUtility is forwarded to node , provided the message is not already in { }. The strategy for selecting suitable relay nodes among a set of peers (i.e., nodes within transmission range) to forward messages is summarized in Algorithm 4.
Input: list of messages in buffer { }, set containing list of messages in peers' buffers { }, set of of encounter history table of peers { }, ( ̅ , � ), set of centroid of location references in peers' location tables ( ̅ , � ) Output: list of suitable relay node against respective message { , } 1 foreach Input { } do 2
Obtain ( , ) from the header of ; 3
Obtain , from the header of ; 
Evaluation
This section presents the evaluation methodology and experimental results for the proposed model for contact information overhead and PoiFord.
Evaluation Methodology
In order to improve overall network performance, encounter-based forwarding approaches rely on contact information collected on the go to make forwarding decisions. Such information is often
Evaluation
Evaluation Methodology
In order to improve overall network performance, encounter-based forwarding approaches rely on contact information collected on the go to make forwarding decisions. Such information is often exchanged in summary vectors during encounters in order to remain up-to-date. We experiment with PRoPHET routing protocol in order to show the impact of the overhead incurred during this exchange.
The performance of our proposed PoiFord is evaluated based on selected metrics by incorporating it into PRoPHET and comparing the results before and after the incorporation. We also experiment with HERO to show that location-based forwarding approaches do not incur contact information overhead but may suffer low delivery guarantees. Configuration settings for PRoPHET are in accordance with the values given by Lindgren et al. [39] , which are 0.98 for γ and 0.75 for e init . For PoiFord, the radius, r, for maintaining encounter-based routing information is taken as 10 m, and location-based information is maintained at hourly intervals in a location table of 24 time slots. HERO collects a GPS reading every hour for maintaining a location table of 7 days, and the region that records the most locations is considered the home region.
Since we evaluate routing performance through simulations, node mobility needs to portray realistic human movement properties. While real-world traces represent actual movement scenarios, they are less suitable for this evaluation due to: (i) the lack of realistic node density and encounter frequencies in city-wide scenarios; and (ii) the inability to change network properties such as node population and geographical area without interfering with the encounter opportunities between nodes. Hence, we resort to using a synthetic mobility model that provides the desired level of flexibility and is also able to reproduce realistic properties of human movement.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows. Section 5.1.1 presents the simulation set-up. In Section 5.1.2, metrics for evaluating the performance of PRoPHET, PoiFord and HERO are presented. Then Section 5.1.3 models PoiFord's contact information overhead for theoretical analysis and comparison with PRoPHET.
Simulation Set-Up
The ONE simulator [60] is used to carry out simulations. We assume mobile users in a city using smartphones or similar handheld devices equipped with GPS and a Bluetooth interface operating at 2 Mbps with a transmission range of 10 m. The free buffer space of the nodes for routing-related tasks is limited to 10 MB, as users may not be willing to shed all their storage space to carry data on behalf of the technology. In order to observe a realistic node mobility and portray variations of human movement patterns that correspond to users of different occupations and backgrounds, the Working Day Movement (WDM) model [61] is used.
As shown in Figure 4 , the simulation area roughly covers a 21 KM × 11 KM terrain, and consists of 32 districts. Since WDM models daily movement routines in working days, a total simulation duration of 5 days is chosen, which is distributed as follows: 1 day for warm-up (to ensure complete encounter and location history generation); 3 days for message generation and routing; and 1 day for cool-down. To simulate an OppNet for collecting data from sensors to their respective gateways in a city, static nodes are placed in popular locations to represent 64 sources and 32 destinations, respectively. Specifically, the source nodes were located in node homes (to represent residential areas) and along roads (for environmental sensors), while the destination nodes were located in other popular locations (to represent offices and shopping malls). Each source generates 1 message to a randomly selected destination every hour (to avoid bias), making a total of 4608 messages at the end of 3 days. Message TTL is set to 24 h, since focus is on messages to be delivered during a period of 1 day. The size of messages is uniformly distributed between 10 KB and 15 KB, considering the type of delay-tolerant applications mentioned in Section 1.1.
Energy consumption for Bluetooth is according to the configuration settings in the module proposed by Silva et al. [62] . All nodes are assigned an initial battery capacity of 4800 Joules, while the energy expended in receiving or sending messages is set to 0.08 mW/s. We are interested in only energy consumed due to forwarding decisions made by each forwarding algorithm under comparison. Therefore, only energy consumed from receiving and sending messages is considered and other means through which nodes consume energy is ignored. On that basis, scan energy (i.e., energy consumed from device discovery), scan response energy (i.e., energy consumed from device discovery response), and base energy (i.e., energy consumed in idle state) is set to 0. The initial energy is high enough so nodes do not run out of energy during the simulation (Note that energy consumption in the simulation is mainly for performance comparison, and is not intended to represent realistic energy values). The parameters used for the simulation setup are shown in Table 5 . 10 trials with different random seeds are simulated for each result in order to present the average and the 95% confidence interval. discovery response), and base energy (i.e., energy consumed in idle state) is set to 0. The initial energy is high enough so nodes do not run out of energy during the simulation (Note that energy consumption in the simulation is mainly for performance comparison, and is not intended to represent realistic energy values). The parameters used for the simulation setup are shown in Table  5 . 10 trials with different random seeds are simulated for each result in order to present the average and the 95% confidence interval. 
. Performance Evaluation Metrics
This section introduces the metrics for the performance evaluation, namely throughput, average delivery delay, message transmission overhead, and average energy consumption.
Throughput. As shown in Equation (15), throughput is the ratio between , the total number of messages successfully delivered at their respective destinations, and , the total number of messages generated. This signifies the message delivery efficiency of a forwarding algorithm, within the assigned TTL.
Average delivery delay. Delivery delay is the time elapsed between message generation and delivery. As shown in Equation (16), the average delivery delay is the mean delivery delay in the 
Performance Evaluation Metrics
Throughput. As shown in Equation (15), throughput is the ratio between d, the total number of messages successfully delivered at their respective destinations, and g, the total number of messages generated. This signifies the message delivery efficiency of a forwarding algorithm, within the assigned TTL.
Average delivery delay. Delivery delay is the time elapsed between message generation and delivery. As shown in Equation (16) , the average delivery delay is the mean delivery delay in the network, where G i and D i are the generation time and the delivery time of the ith message, respectively. This gives an insight on how long it takes to deliver a message.
Message transmission overhead. As shown in Equation (17), message transmission overhead represents the average number of transmissions required to deliver a message copy; where T. is the total number of message transmissions, and V is the number of times messages were delivered. This is equivalent to the cost of delivering messages with a forwarding algorithm, since every transmission consumes energy on user devices.
Average energy consumption. Energy consumption (in Joules) is the amount of initial energy expended at the end of the simulation. As shown in Equation (18), the average energy consumption is the mean energy consumed by nodes in the network, where n is the total number of nodes, and E i and e i are the initial energy and the remaining energy of the ith node, respectively. This gives an insight into how routing impacts resource consumption.
Modelling PoiFord's Contact Information Overhead
The contact information overhead incurred by PoiFord is based on the size of the coordinates for POI and centroid information as well as the amount of encounter-based information maintained on a node. A pair of GPS coordinates occupies 2X D bits (i.e., X D for longitude and X D for latitude). POI information, which is made up of home and office location, requires 4X D bits, while centroid information requires 2X D bits. This gives a total of 6X D bits.
For encounter-based routing information, the circular area represents the geographical span of the user's home or office. Hence, the radius of the circle, r, is chosen to reflect this. The choice of r therefore determines the amount of encounter history maintained by a node. A larger value includes more neighboring POIs and users such as a neighboring house or office, and vice versa. In real-world implementation, a user may be allowed to select this value or a mechanism could be introduced to automatically select this value based on the amount of resources the user is willing to allocate to the technology.
For analytical purposes, we take the average number of nodes for which encounter history needs to be maintained as (n − 1)/v for home location and (n − 1)/v for office location, where n and v represent the total number of nodes in the network and the number of POIs in the network, respectively. This gives a total number of 2(n − 1)/v nodes for which encounter history needs to be maintained. With X S bits and X D bits for holding node ID and the corresponding forwarding utility, respectively, a storage space of 2(n − 1)(X S + X D )/v is required for maintaining contact information. The size of contact information, S, maintained by PoiFord is given by Equation (18) .
For a worst-case scenario of 100,000 nodes, 500 POIs, 80 bit string (i.e., 5 characters) for node ID and a 64 bit double for longitude, latitude, and delivery predictability, PoiFord generates a contact information of only about 7.2 KB on each node, as compared with 1800 KB for PRoPHET. This value remains stable if the ratio of node population to POIs remains roughly the same. Otherwise if the ratio increases, contact information size only increases by a small fraction. Contact information size can be reduced either by reducing u or the size of r. This reduces the number of GPS locations to be maintained in the location table, and the number of encounters for which to maintain history, respectively.
Results and Discussion
This section presents and discusses the performance evaluation results in two parts detailed in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 The first part (i.e., Section 5.2.1) presents results regarding contact information overhead. Specifically, simulation results about the amount of contact information maintained by PRoPHET and the reduction achieved by the proposed PoiFord are presented. Then the impact of increasing network size on the amount of contact information maintained by PRoPHET and PoiFord is presented and compared with theoretical estimates given by the proposed contact information model. The section concludes by presenting simulation results regarding the impact of contact information size on message forwarding, particularly in terms of successful contact information exchanges and energy consumption.
The second part (i.e., Section 5.2.2) evaluates the performance of PRoPHET, PoiFord and HERO in terms of the selected metrics, namely throughput, average delivery delay, message transmission overhead, and average energy consumption. Specifically, PoiFord's ability to improve network performance while reducing contact information overhead is measured by comparing its results with those of PRoPHET. The failure to implement the process of exchanging summary vectors in simulation experiments and its impact on the validity of performance evaluation is also discussed.
Contact Information Overhead
A. The Amount of Contact Information Maintained by PRoPHET and PoiFord
The amount of contact information nodes exchanged per encounter and per day is shown in Figure 5 . The results show that PoiFord is able to reduce contact information overhead when incorporated into an existing routing protocol. As shown in the figure, PRoPHET requires an average of 48 KB contact information to be exchanged (i.e., sent plus received) during each encounter before messages can be forwarded. PoiFord reduces the average and maximum contact information size maintained on a PRoPHET node by 77% and 54%, respectively. The figure also shows that, during an observation period of 1 day, the total amount of contact information exchanged by nodes running on PRoPHET reaches an average and maximum of 15.6 MB and 97 MB, respectively. PoiFord reduces these values by 78% and 57%, respectively. 
Results and Discussion
This section presents and discusses the performance evaluation results in two parts detailed in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. The first part (i.e., Section 5.2.1) presents results regarding contact information overhead. Specifically, simulation results about the amount of contact information maintained by PRoPHET and the reduction achieved by the proposed PoiFord are presented. Then the impact of increasing network size on the amount of contact information maintained by PRoPHET and PoiFord is presented and compared with theoretical estimates given by the proposed contact information model. The section concludes by presenting simulation results regarding the impact of contact information size on message forwarding, particularly in terms of successful contact information exchanges and energy consumption.
Contact Information Overhead
A. The Amount of Contact Information Maintained by PRoPHET and PoiFord
The amount of contact information nodes exchanged per encounter and per day is shown in Figure 5 . The results show that PoiFord is able to reduce contact information overhead when incorporated into an existing routing protocol. As shown in the figure, PRoPHET requires an average of 48 KB contact information to be exchanged (i.e., sent plus received) during each encounter before messages can be forwarded. PoiFord reduces the average and maximum contact information size maintained on a PRoPHET node by 77% and 54%, respectively. The figure also shows that, during an observation period of 1 day, the total amount of contact information exchanged by nodes running on PRoPHET reaches an average and maximum of 15.6 MB and 97 MB, respectively. PoiFord reduces these values by 78% and 57%, respectively.
PoiFord is able to reduce contact information overhead due to the fact that it maintains encounter history of much fewer nodes-only about 9% of the number of nodes for which PRoPHET needs to keep history of (cf. Figure 6 ). In addition to this, it is also important to know how contact information size responds to increasing network size and node population. In order to investigate this, we analyze PRoPHET and PoiFord over three different movement scenarios of increasing network size in the next section. PoiFord is able to reduce contact information overhead due to the fact that it maintains encounter history of much fewer nodes-only about 9% of the number of nodes for which PRoPHET needs to keep history of (cf. Figure 6 ). In addition to this, it is also important to know how contact information size responds to increasing network size and node population. In order to investigate this, we analyze PRoPHET and PoiFord over three different movement scenarios of increasing network size in the next section.
The (default) Helsinki simulation area in ONE simulator, which consists of four main districts, is modified to obtain three movement scenarios, namely small, medium, and large, correspond to their relative size. As shown in Figure 7 , the Helsinki simulation area is used to represent the medium scenario, the small scenario is represented by one of the four main districts in the medium scenario, and the large scenario is artificially generated from the combination of four copies of the medium scenario. Nineteen, 76 and 304 mobile nodes move according to WDM in the small, medium, and large scenarios, respectively-the number of nodes is varied proportionally leaving the essential encounter characteristics unchanged. Next, we present the amount of contact information maintained by PRoPHET and PoiFord over each scenario. 
B. Impact of Increasing Network Size on The Amount of Contact Information Maintained by PRoPHET and PoiFord
The simulation results presented here augment the contact information overhead models presented in Sections 3.1 and 5.1.3 for PRoPHET and PoiFord, respectively. The following variables are used for computing contact information size with the models: (i)
, a 64-bit double; and (ii) , a string of 80 bits (i.e., 5 characters). We consider 24 time slots for PoiFord, and take the number of POIs in the small, medium and large scenarios as 5, 12 and 35, respectively. Figure 8 shows the theoretical and simulation results for contact information size over increasing network size. The theoretical results obtained with the models agree with the simulation results. The (default) Helsinki simulation area in ONE simulator, which consists of four main districts, is modified to obtain three movement scenarios, namely small, medium, and large, correspond to their relative size. As shown in Figure 7 , the Helsinki simulation area is used to represent the medium scenario, the small scenario is represented by one of the four main districts in the medium scenario, and the large scenario is artificially generated from the combination of four copies of the medium scenario. Nineteen, 76 and 304 mobile nodes move according to WDM in the small, medium, and large scenarios, respectively-the number of nodes is varied proportionally leaving the essential encounter characteristics unchanged. Next, we present the amount of contact information maintained by PRoPHET and PoiFord over each scenario. The (default) Helsinki simulation area in ONE simulator, which consists of four main districts, is modified to obtain three movement scenarios, namely small, medium, and large, correspond to their relative size. As shown in Figure 7 , the Helsinki simulation area is used to represent the medium scenario, the small scenario is represented by one of the four main districts in the medium scenario, and the large scenario is artificially generated from the combination of four copies of the medium scenario. Nineteen, 76 and 304 mobile nodes move according to WDM in the small, medium, and large scenarios, respectively-the number of nodes is varied proportionally leaving the essential encounter characteristics unchanged. Next, we present the amount of contact information maintained by PRoPHET and PoiFord over each scenario. 
, a 64-bit double; and (ii) , 
The simulation results presented here augment the contact information overhead models presented in Sections 3.1 and 5.1.3 for PRoPHET and PoiFord, respectively. The following variables are used for computing contact information size with the models: (i) X D , a 64-bit double; and (ii) X S , a string of 80 bits (i.e., 5 characters). We consider 24 time slots for PoiFord, and take the number of POIs in the small, medium and large scenarios as 5, 12 and 35, respectively. Figure 8 shows the theoretical and simulation results for contact information size over increasing network size. The theoretical results obtained with the models agree with the simulation results. Owing to PRoPHET's transitive property, contact information overhead rises steadily with the number of nodes in the network. Due to location-based influence, the contact information overhead incurred by PoiFord remains quite stable over different node populations. PoiFord's stability in this regard is due to the fixed size of its location table. The slight rise over higher node populations results from increased node density in POIs, requiring encounter history to be maintained for more nodes with mutual POIs. This rise becomes less noticeable as the number of POIs increases, which is likely in city-wide scenarios.
C. Impact of Contact Information Size on Message Forwarding
Section 3.2 explained the impact of contact information size on message forwarding in terms of data exchange success and energy consumption on nodes. In order to verify these claims, we allow the simulation to run without generating data messages, so that only contact information is exchanged when nodes encounter each other. Hence, in the simulation, nodes consume energy due to exchanging contact information alone. In order to investigate the impact of contact information size on data exchange success, we record the percent of contact information transfer attempts that were successful when nodes run under PRoPHET and PoiFord in Figure 9 . Since nodes can forward messages only after a successful transfer of contact information, successfully transferring more number of contact information means more chances of exchanging messages. In order words, nodes running on PoiFord are able to forward more messages during encounters due to less contact information size. Figure 9 also shows that this allows PoiFord to consume less energy per contact information transfer, as it reduces the average and maximum energy consumed with PRoPHET in a day by 17.7% and 21.2%, respectively. Owing to PRoPHET's transitive property, contact information overhead rises steadily with the number of nodes in the network. Due to location-based influence, the contact information overhead incurred by PoiFord remains quite stable over different node populations. PoiFord's stability in this regard is due to the fixed size of its location table. The slight rise over higher node populations results from increased node density in POIs, requiring encounter history to be maintained for more nodes with mutual POIs. This rise becomes less noticeable as the number of POIs increases, which is likely in city-wide scenarios.
Section 3.2 explained the impact of contact information size on message forwarding in terms of data exchange success and energy consumption on nodes. In order to verify these claims, we allow the simulation to run without generating data messages, so that only contact information is exchanged when nodes encounter each other. Hence, in the simulation, nodes consume energy due to exchanging contact information alone. In order to investigate the impact of contact information size on data exchange success, we record the percent of contact information transfer attempts that were successful when nodes run under PRoPHET and PoiFord in Figure 9 . Since nodes can forward messages only after a successful transfer of contact information, successfully transferring more number of contact information means more chances of exchanging messages. In order words, nodes running on PoiFord are able to forward more messages during encounters due to less contact information size. Percentage of contact information transfer attempts that were successful and energy consumed for transferring contact information in a day.
Routing Performance of PoiFord
With less contact information maintained on nodes, PoiFord is able to improve overall network performance significantly. To investigate how PoiFord improves routing performance, we run two versions of the simulation for PRoPHET and PoiFord. The first version of the simulation namely "without SV" did not implement summary vectors, so that whenever two nodes encounter each other, they obtain the necessary encounter-based knowledge directly from the simulator's internal memory. This is how the current version of PRoPHET and most encounter-based routing protocols are implemented in ONE simulator-they abstract the process of exchanging summary vectors so a node can access the routing information stored in another node without receiving or sending summary vectors. For the second version of the simulation, namely "with SV", we implement the process of exchanging summary vectors, so that whenever two nodes encounter each other, they actually generate and exchange new messages to which they attach a message vector and a contact vector (as stated earlier in Section 2.1). Hence, message forwarding takes place only after a summary vector has been successfully received. The results are recorded in Figure 10 . "No SV" indicates that HERO does not require summary vectors to be exchanged between encountered nodes.
Without implementing summary vectors, incorporating PoiFord into PRoPHET increases throughput by about 16.9% and reduces average delivery delay by about 16.4%. PoiFord is aware of a major and often overlooked factor, which is the adverse effects of spatial locality. Spatial locality increases with the geographical area of the network in the sense that most nodes travel relatively short trips and have high preference to a local area. This reduces the encounter opportunities between sets of nodes that reside in different geographical areas. In that case, finding suitable relays with forwarding utilities based on only direct encounter information may be challenging. Unfortunately, as mentioned earlier, the solution provided by transitive properties (such as PRoPHET's) may result in excess transmissions. With locality awareness from utilizing location-based knowledge, PoiFord is able to find more suitable relay nodes even in high degrees of spatial locality, thereby delivering more messages in less time. HERO, on the other hand, records the least throughput and highest average delivery delay due to the absence of any encounter-based or social-based knowledge.
With the implementation of summary vectors, PoiFord further increases throughput by 23.9%. This indicates that in addition to locality awareness, PoiFord's ability to reduce contact information overhead also contributes to increased throughput when summary vectors are considered-which is a more realistic case. With smaller summary vectors, nodes running on PoiFord are able to forward more messages during each encounter opportunity. As a result, less messages are lost and throughput is increased at the cost of slightly (3.7%) higher average delivery delay, since the metric accounts for only delivered messages. It can also be observed from Figure 10 that HERO records a Figure 9 . Percentage of contact information transfer attempts that were successful and energy consumed for transferring contact information in a day.
With the implementation of summary vectors, PoiFord further increases throughput by 23.9%. This indicates that in addition to locality awareness, PoiFord's ability to reduce contact information overhead also contributes to increased throughput when summary vectors are considered-which is a more realistic case. With smaller summary vectors, nodes running on PoiFord are able to forward more messages during each encounter opportunity. As a result, less messages are lost and throughput is increased at the cost of slightly (3.7%) higher average delivery delay, since the metric accounts for only delivered messages. It can also be observed from Figure 10 that HERO records a higher throughput than PRoPHET in this scenario. This shows that results obtained without actually implementing summary vector exchange could be exaggerating-this is also observed in Figure 11 . This practice may provide misleading results especially when the performance of different routing protocols is being compared. Neglecting summary vector exchange does not only affect the comparison with location-based forwarding techniques (e.g., comparing the performance of PRoPHET and HERO), but also the comparison with other types of forwarding approaches (e.g., PRoPHET and PoiFord). Hence, it would be a better practice to implement summary vector exchange when evaluating the performance of OppNet protocols via simulations. implementing summary vector exchange could be exaggerating-this is also observed in Figure 11 . This practice may provide misleading results especially when the performance of different routing protocols is being compared. Neglecting summary vector exchange does not only affect the comparison with location-based forwarding techniques (e.g., comparing the performance of PRoPHET and HERO), but also the comparison with other types of forwarding approaches (e.g., PRoPHET and PoiFord). Hence, it would be a better practice to implement summary vector exchange when evaluating the performance of OppNet protocols via simulations. There are also other means through which PoiFord improves the performance of a routing protocol it is incorporated into. Locality awareness allows messages to be forwarded to nodes moving closer to the destination's POI. With delivery predictability alone, the transitive property allows more nodes to present higher forwarding utilities, even by slight margins. Hence, nodes receive more messages and message transmission overhead is increased (cf. Figure 11) . PoiFord reduces message transmission overhead by about 51% and 53% without and with the implementation of summary vectors, respectively. PoiFord also reduces energy consumption by about 40% and 7% likewise-note that PoiFord's energy reduction tends to increase with increasing network size due to less contact information and fewer message transmissions. It can also be observed from Figure 11 that PRoPHET's implementing summary vector exchange could be exaggerating-this is also observed in Figure 11 . This practice may provide misleading results especially when the performance of different routing protocols is being compared. Neglecting summary vector exchange does not only affect the comparison with location-based forwarding techniques (e.g., comparing the performance of PRoPHET and HERO), but also the comparison with other types of forwarding approaches (e.g., PRoPHET and PoiFord). Hence, it would be a better practice to implement summary vector exchange when evaluating the performance of OppNet protocols via simulations. There are also other means through which PoiFord improves the performance of a routing protocol it is incorporated into. Locality awareness allows messages to be forwarded to nodes moving closer to the destination's POI. With delivery predictability alone, the transitive property allows more nodes to present higher forwarding utilities, even by slight margins. Hence, nodes receive more messages and message transmission overhead is increased (cf. Figure 11) . PoiFord reduces message transmission overhead by about 51% and 53% without and with the implementation of summary vectors, respectively. PoiFord also reduces energy consumption by about 40% and 7% likewise-note There are also other means through which PoiFord improves the performance of a routing protocol it is incorporated into. Locality awareness allows messages to be forwarded to nodes moving closer to the destination's POI. With delivery predictability alone, the transitive property allows more nodes to present higher forwarding utilities, even by slight margins. Hence, nodes receive more messages and message transmission overhead is increased (cf. Figure 11 ). PoiFord reduces message transmission overhead by about 51% and 53% without and with the implementation of summary vectors, respectively. PoiFord also reduces energy consumption by about 40% and 7% likewise-note that PoiFord's energy reduction tends to increase with increasing network size due to less contact information and fewer message transmissions. It can also be observed from Figure 11 that PRoPHET's message transmission overhead and energy consumption is less when summary vector exchange is implemented. This is because fewer messages are successfully forwarded when summary vectors need to be exchanged beforehand. This is also the case for PoiFord's message transmission overhead. In terms of energy, however, PoiFord records more consumption when summary vector exchange is implemented. This is due to the additional energy consumed in successfully exchanging more number of summary vectors. In the case of PRoPHET, the message transmission overhead when summary vector exchange is not implemented is so high that the energy consumed in the process exceeds this additional energy consumption.
PRoPHET's high message transmission overhead due to utilizing the encounter-based delivery predictability alone leads to more number of failed transmissions (cf. Figure 12 ), as nodes carry more messages and try to forward all of them within limited encounter durations. The resulting increase in transmissions not only expends more energy on nodes (cf. Figure 11 ), but also leads to increased contention that degrades throughput. Using delivery predictability alone may also degrade throughput since messages are more likely to be dropped due to increased buffer occupancy and overflows. The combination of encounter and location-based knowledge allows PoiFord's forwarding utility to identify a wider range of more suitable relay nodes, thereby reducing failed message transmissions and message drops (cf. Figure 12 ). implemented. This is because fewer messages are successfully forwarded when summary vectors need to be exchanged beforehand. This is also the case for PoiFord's message transmission overhead. In terms of energy, however, PoiFord records more consumption when summary vector exchange is implemented. This is due to the additional energy consumed in successfully exchanging more number of summary vectors. In the case of PRoPHET, the message transmission overhead when summary vector exchange is not implemented is so high that the energy consumed in the process exceeds this additional energy consumption. PRoPHET's high message transmission overhead due to utilizing the encounter-based delivery predictability alone leads to more number of failed transmissions (cf. Figure 12 ), as nodes carry more messages and try to forward all of them within limited encounter durations. The resulting increase in transmissions not only expends more energy on nodes (cf. Figure 11 ), but also leads to increased contention that degrades throughput. Using delivery predictability alone may also degrade throughput since messages are more likely to be dropped due to increased buffer occupancy and overflows. The combination of encounter and location-based knowledge allows PoiFord's forwarding utility to identify a wider range of more suitable relay nodes, thereby reducing failed message transmissions and message drops (cf. Figure 12 ). 
Conclusions and Future Work
Due to the distributed nature of OppNets, most routing protocols guarantee acceptable throughput by following an approach that requires contact information to be maintained for every encountered node and exchanged via summary vectors during each encounter. However, this exchange of contact information is often neglected in OppNet simulations. For instance, PRoPHET routing protocol in the latest release of ONE simulator (v1.6.0) does not implement summary vector exchange when nodes encounter each other. Nodes rather obtain the necessary encounter-based knowledge directly from the simulator's internal memory, which is globally and readily available. Unfortunately, this unrealistic abstraction has prevented researchers from gaining insight into the impact of contact information exchange on routing performance. Since opportunistic IoT scenarios envision a wide range of participating nodes (e.g., portable handheld devices, sensors, smart vehicles, appliances and other infrastructure), high node population and encounter frequency may result in large amounts of contact information and frequent exchanges, respectively. 
Due to the distributed nature of OppNets, most routing protocols guarantee acceptable throughput by following an approach that requires contact information to be maintained for every encountered node and exchanged via summary vectors during each encounter. However, this exchange of contact information is often neglected in OppNet simulations. For instance, PRoPHET routing protocol in the latest release of ONE simulator (v1.6.0) does not implement summary vector exchange when nodes encounter each other. Nodes rather obtain the necessary encounter-based knowledge directly from the simulator's internal memory, which is globally and readily available. Unfortunately, this unrealistic abstraction has prevented researchers from gaining insight into the impact of contact information exchange on routing performance. Since opportunistic IoT scenarios envision a wide range of participating nodes (e.g., portable handheld devices, sensors, smart vehicles, appliances and other infrastructure), high node population and encounter frequency may result in large amounts of contact information and frequent exchanges, respectively.
Our contribution in this regard is twofold:
1. First, we modelled contact information overhead and investigated its impact on routing performance. We observed that the size of contact information exchanged when nodes encounter each other is related to routing performance in terms of data exchange success as well as the energy utilized in the process. We verified these observations via experiments in ONE simulator, which indicated that exchanging more contact information reduces the number of data messages that can be forwarded per encounter. The results also indicated that exchanging more contact information consumes more energy, especially in high node population and encounter frequency. 2.
Second, we proposed PoiFord, a message forwarding algorithm that can be incorporated into existing encounter-based routing protocols to reduce contact information overhead without compromising throughput. The operation of PoiFord is based on the spatial and temporal regularity embedded in human movement and its design is fully distributed and does not require global knowledge or central management. PoiFord reduces contact information overhead by maintaining encounter history for only nodes that have at least one mutual POI. Suitable forwarders are selected based on a forwarding utility derived from the combination of location-based information and available encounter-based information. Incorporating PoiFord into PRoPHET improved routing performance in terms of throughput, message transmission overhead, and energy consumption.
Lessons learned from this study include:
• Contact information may account for a significant portion of summary vectors, especially in scenarios with high node population;
•
The energy utilized in exchanging contact information increases with node population and encounter frequency; • Neglecting the exchange of summary vectors in simulations may lead to exaggerated results and unfair performance comparison-a protocol that performed better may perform worse when summary vector exchange is implemented; • Maintaining history of every encounter may degrade routing performance and is not required to achieve an acceptable overall performance; and • A suitable forwarding utility can be derived without using the transitive property-since the transitive property requires a history of every encounter to be maintained.
We expect our results and findings to motivate further research contributions. Since this work incorporated PoiFord into PRoPHET, future work could investigate the contact information overhead reduction, as well as overall network performance improvement for different encounter-based routing protocols. Investigating the impact of using different values of r on different sets of nodes running on PoiFord is also reserved for future work, as this will represent a more realistic configuration such as in real-world implementation.
Future work could also address the energy consumed in taking GPS readings. Due to energy consumption, users may have the GPS on their device turned off and may not be willing to turn it back on just to answer the needs of a specific OppNet routing solution. Since human movement exhibits a reasonable amount of regularity, it may not be required to take GPS readings regularly. With mechanisms for learning user movement patterns, locations for a number of slots in the location table could be predicted. However, some users may not present much regularity in their movement (e.g., salesmen), hence, may require alternative solutions.
In real-world implementation, requiring nodes to exchange user POI information for determining encounter relevance (i.e., to identify neighbors for which to maintain and update encounter history) may raise privacy concerns. Future contributions can be made by proposing alternative means of determining relevant encounters. Real-world implementation also raises the issue of unreliable GPS signal in geographically restricted locations. Although we provided a workaround by approximating the current location as the previous record in the location table, GPS signal is assumed to be always available in our experiments. Investigating the impact of this solution has been left for future work due to current limitations of the simulation tool.
